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The new Dowell CLAD-TRIM cladding adapter finish has been
designed to accommodate the new trend in window installation
of providing a flush finish between the window frame and
cladding boards or sheets.
CLAD-TRIM Cladding Finish: Allows easy
window sealing for a neat finish to any home.

In the past, most systems tucked in behind the external legs
of our window frames, however there has been a significant
increase in the variety of cladding finishes on the market and a
much greater use of battening out before installing the cladding
boards or sheets onto the walls.
Previously most systems were directly fixed to the studs
externally, therefore keeping the overall wall thickness to a
minimum. With the installation of battens, the wall thickness
increases which involves increasing the size of the timber reveal
around the window and in a lot of cases changing how the
cladding boards/sheets abut to our window frames.
This is where our new CLAD-TRIM Cladding Finish benefits
building designers in that it allows a wide variety of cladding
types to be used without having an adverse impact on how to
finish these around the window/door opening. With the proper
coordination of wall thickness, reveal size and cladding depth,
most cladding application’s can achieve a neat and weatherproof
flush appearance externally.

Ugly Gaps.

Picture framed finish: Timber used varies in size depending on
cladding selected and the desired finish.

CLAD-TRIM finish: Silicon sealed to a desired cladding finish.

CLAD-TRIM: The CLAD-TRIM cladding finish P167712R can
provide a flush finish to the Alfresco door.

Ugly Gaps.

Ugly Gaps.

Traditional Finish: Cladding is tucked in behind the external
leg of the window frame.

Traditional Finish: Tucked cladding finish leaves gaps and
doesn’t finish neatly.

CLAD-TRIM: The P14995 and P14996 are factory fitted to a
selected range of Dowell products and provide a neat finish and easy
access for caulking/sealing the boards.
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DOWELL CLAD-TRIM
CLADDING ADAPTOR
CLADDING
(SLIDING DOOR DETAILS)

2.8 x

HORIZONTAL SECTION:
(Right Jamb reveal fixed, with
cladding adaptor)

65 jolt

DRAWING ID
VERSION

2.8 clout
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Below: Factory fitting of the Dowell CLAD-TRIM
cladding adapter.

HORIZONTAL SECTION
1. Applying sealant to the CLAD-TRIM finish.

2. Positioning CLAD-TRIM finish in place.

3. Securing CLAD-TRIM finish to reveal.

4. Water tight sealing to the joints.
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